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Introduction

While the federal government has exclusive authority to govern matters of immigration, state and local governments retain the right to enact laws that protect their residents, including undocumented immigrant residents. One strategy that a number of local governments across the country have adopted is to issue photo ID cards to their residents—regardless of immigration status.

Local governments generally enjoy broad authority to enact laws aimed at protecting the well-being of their residents. Cities and counties administer local programs, decide how to run their police forces, and make decisions about education and other services to their residents. Localities across the country have routinely used their authority to create and issue various identification documents, including employee IDs, parking or local-access permits, and, most recently, resident identification cards known as “municipal IDs.”

Municipal IDs do not take the place of state-issued IDs; they are not, for example, a substitute for a driver’s license or sufficient identification to board a plane. But in recent years, a number of cities and counties across the country have begun to issue municipal IDs to their residents in an effort to promote safety and integration of all members of the community, including some immigrants for whom state-issued IDs are out of reach.

Municipal IDs allow cardholders to access local services that may otherwise be foreclosed to them. For example, municipal IDs may be used to cash a check, rent an apartment, or participate in local civic life. Moreover, the IDs may be used as identity documents when interacting with local law enforcement, a function that has been credited with an increase in civilian reporting of crime and cooperation with law enforcement investigations.1

But as more and more localities move to adopt municipal IDs, local governments face difficult decisions: how to protect themselves from potential challenges from the state or federal government, how to store identifying information of residents who apply for the IDs, how to protect that information from disclosure, and how to administer the program in a way that...
promotes safety and integration of resident cardholders.

This explainer will outline the various reasons a local government may choose to create a municipal ID and the mechanisms by which such a program may be adopted. It will then discuss how municipal IDs interact with state and federal law, and some of the privacy and other concerns that have arisen in localities across the country with municipal IDs.

I. Why do local governments issue municipal IDs?

A wide variety of public and private services require the user to present an ID. Government-issued IDs are often required to open a bank account or even cash a check, register a child for school, or rent an apartment from a private landlord. In each of the preceding examples, nothing in the law requires a person to present a government-issued ID—in fact, in the case of registering a child for public school, requiring a photo ID from the parent is illegal, and a number of school districts across the country have been sued for implementing photo ID requirements. Regardless of the legal basis for such requests, the reality is that people are asked for a photo ID at numerous points of sale and service throughout their daily lives.

But many people face barriers to obtaining IDs from their state governments. Often state IDs require original birth certificates, social security cards, and other documents that vulnerable populations may not have. For example, people experiencing homelessness, youth in the foster system, the low-income elderly, people with mental illness and disabilities, formerly incarcerated people, and survivors of domestic violence may not have a stable place to store the documents that state governments require for IDs. In many states, transgender people are blocked from changing their driver’s license to match their gender identity without a court order, amended birth certificate, or even proof of surgery.

Ineligibility for state-issued ID cards can have harsh consequences for many immigrants, particularly the undocumented. In New York, as in most states across the country, undocumented immigrants are prohibited from obtaining driver’s licenses and state-issued IDs. Because many immigrants work in the cash economy and are unable to open bank accounts without government-issued IDs, they become vulnerable to theft. Lack of IDs may make undocumented immigrants uncomfortable reporting theft and other crimes to local police, making law enforcement less able to address serious crime in their communities.

Local governments may choose to fill this gap by developing a municipal ID program. Because local governments are free to make their own rules concerning their municipal ID programs, most require applicants to produce less documentation than they would have to produce for a state-issued ID. Whereas a state-issued ID might require proof of identity in the form of an original birth certificate, U.S. passport, or visa, a locality may choose to accept proof of identity in the form of a student or employee ID, foreign passport, or consular-issued document in order to apply for a municipal ID. While these efforts aim to make it easier for residents—including undocumented immigrants—to obtain a municipal ID, the IDs are available to all residents, regardless of immigration status.
While municipal IDs may serve a symbolic function—creating a sense of membership in the community and commitment to the integration of all residents into civic life—they do not, on their own, create new rights for undocumented immigrants and other cardholders. Instead, they facilitate access to municipal and other services for which cardholders are already eligible. Some IDs are linked directly to those services—the cards serve as library cards or bus passes, for example—while other IDs prove residency in order to access services, like entrance to city facilities or municipal buildings.

Because municipal IDs provide increased access to banking and other financial services, municipal ID programs may stimulate local economies. Studies show that immigrants are disproportionately "unbanked," meaning they do not have checking or savings accounts and rely instead on "high-cost fringe providers" like check cashing stores and payday lenders. Access to a bank account allows consumers to earn interest on their savings and reduces the transaction costs of cashing a check or sending a money order, stimulating local spending and investment. And at least one city with a municipal ID program attributed a significant reduction in crime and an increase in crime reporting to the widespread use of the cards, particularly in the immigrant community.

II. Which parts of local governments create municipal IDs?

Over two dozen cities and counties in the US have enacted municipal ID laws, including two in New York: New York City began issuing its "IDNYC" in January 2015, and in July 2018, the city of Poughkeepsie passed local legislation to create a municipal ID program.

Most municipal ID programs are adopted by an action of the local legislative body and administered by a local agency. Though it is likely that mayors and county executives have the power to enact a municipal ID program through an executive order, such an enactment will be vulnerable to a rollback by a succeeding executive. An act of the local legislature can also codify certain important aspects of the program over which an administering agency may not have authority, such as the requirement that city officials accept the cards for all purposes.

There are a handful of municipal ID programs that operate differently. For example, the Mercer County, NJ, municipal ID is administered by a local nonprofit, and the Oakland, CA, municipal ID is administered by a private corporation. A community-based organization in Kingston, NY, issues a community ID without local authority.
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III. How do municipal IDs interact with state and federal law?

State laws. Within any state, state and local governments share responsibility for governing the lives of their residents. Typically, municipalities have the broadest authority in matters of local interest. In many states, including New York, this power derives from the principle of “home rule,” an explicit grant of authority from the state to the municipalities to govern themselves. Home rule gives local governments the freedom to experiment with local policy, especially regarding “municipal issues.” In New York, home rule is enshrined in the state constitution and further enumerated by statute.

Even in home-rule states, however, states may limit local power. Where an issue involves a matter of “substantial state interest,” the state can preempt the local government’s ability to adopt local laws. In New York, there is no state law that preempts municipal IDs. In fact, enacting identity documents is one of the many enumerated rights in a state statute governing cities.

Federal laws. There is no federal law prohibiting a municipality from issuing its own identification cards. However, a locality that is considering a municipal ID program should be aware of a number of limitations based on federal law.

Preemption. The federal government has exclusive authority over national immigration law and policy, and no state or locality may enact any law that attempts to regulate immigration. The federal government is said to “occupy the field” of immigration and, as such, attempts by state or local governments to regulate immigration are “field preempted” by federal law.

Despite this broad field preemption, the only court to consider the issue made quick work of a challenge to a municipal ID program on federal preemption grounds. In 2008, the Immigration Reform Law Institute, a group that advocates for stricter immigration laws, sued the City of San Francisco claiming that its municipal ID program violated federal immigration laws. The group argued that because the city issued cards to undocumented people, the program encouraged illegal immigration. The judge upheld the city’s argument that the claim was “purely speculative,” and that because the cards were available to all residents, “immigration status is not considered at all under the Ordinance,” and thus not preempted by federal immigration law.

The case is instructive; it demonstrates that even those programs that allow undocumented immigrants to receive municipal IDs are not preempted by federal immigration law as long as they are made...
available to all residents, regardless of immigration status.

**USA PATRIOT ACT.** The USA PATRIOT Act is a comprehensive law enacted in the wake of 9/11 aimed at strengthening the security of the United States. Among a great many other provisions, the PATRIOT Act requires financial institutions such as banks and credit unions to verify the identities of those seeking to access financial services. The law permits each financial institution to determine which documents it will accept for those purposes. While many banks have implemented a requirement that a customer present a state-issued ID in order to access financial services, there is no federal regulation mandating such a strict requirement. Thus, financial institutions are free to accept municipal IDs as valid identity documents, and they do not run afoul of federal law when they do so. In fact, the National Federation of Credit Unions has encouraged its members to accept municipal IDs where available.

**PRWORA.** The federal Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) of 1996 provides limits on the extension of federal, state, and local benefits to unlawfully present noncitizens. The statute defines the benefits that it restricts, including certain retirement, welfare, and postsecondary education assistance. A municipality cannot override this federal law; conflicting state or local laws are said to be “conflict preempted.” This means that a person issued a municipal ID would still be limited by the PRWORA and other applicable laws; the card cannot extend benefits to otherwise ineligible people. Because the card itself is not considered a benefit, municipal IDs do not conflict with the law.

**REAL ID.** Although federal law allows localities to issue municipal IDs, those IDs are not compliant with the federal REAL ID Act. This means that while municipal IDs are valid for whatever local use the municipality deems appropriate, the IDs will not be accepted as valid identity documents for federal purposes. The REAL ID Act sets out certain requirements for identity documents to be accepted for federal purposes, including barring undocumented immigrants from obtaining REAL ID-compliant identification. But federal law does not prohibit states or localities from issuing IDs that do not comply with REAL ID. To the contrary, the Act includes a description of the requirements for noncompliant IDs too, anticipating that other state-issued IDs will coexist with REAL ID-compliant identity documents.

Many states, including New York, are rolling out new state-issued licenses that comply with REAL ID but also continuing to issue non-compliant licenses. Non-REAL ID-compliant state-issued licenses may be used for whatever purpose the state determines (such as driving or registering to vote), but, as with municipal IDs, will not be accepted for federal purposes (such as entry into a federal building, military base, or for domestic or international travel).

The limitations of non-REAL ID-compliant IDs may have serious consequences for undocumented cardholders. In two separate incidences in 2018, three New York City residents were detained by federal immigration authorities after showing their
IDNYC cards to enter military bases in New York.\textsuperscript{41} It is therefore imperative that a local government that adopts a municipal ID program makes it clear that the IDs are not to be used for federal identification purposes.

\textbf{IV. Privacy Concerns}

Municipal IDs are made available to all residents of a municipality, not just undocumented immigrants. However, because undocumented immigrants have a pronounced need for such government-issued IDs, there is some concern that municipal IDs may serve to stigmatize the cardholder or create a registry of undocumented immigrants.\textsuperscript{42} Municipalities that share these concerns have implemented a number of measures to encourage all residents to apply for and carry the card. For example, an IDNYC card entitles the bearer to free membership to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Bronx Zoo, the Museum of Natural History, and other cultural attractions.\textsuperscript{43} In New Haven, CT, the city recruited local businesses to offer discounts to municipal ID holders, encouraging wide participation and stimulating local spending.\textsuperscript{44} Some states have also codified a prohibition on discrimination against people who present non-REAL ID-compliant IDs.\textsuperscript{45}

Additionally, almost all municipal ID card programs across the country prohibit the copying or retention of personal documents used to apply for the cards, which for some people includes foreign birth certificates or passports. Applicants for these IDs need only \textit{show} their documentation to obtain an ID, rather than provide copies of it for the municipality to keep.

One very prominent exception was New York City, which until recently retained copies of applicants’ personal documents in a city database. In 2016, two New York State Assembly members filed a Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) request with the city for any scanned information regarding IDNYC. The city declined the request, stating that the information was subject to various FOIL exemptions, including protections against the disclosure of personal information, information reported in confidence, information that would intrude upon personal privacy, and information that would endanger the subject. The City then amended its protocol so that it would no longer maintain copies of such documents, and announced that it would destroy the personal documents it had collected up to that point.\textsuperscript{46} The Assembly members sued the city to block its plan to destroy the documents, arguing that destroying the records would threaten national security and that the data should be preserved and made accessible under the state’s FOIL law.\textsuperscript{47} The judge in the case held that the Assembly members lacked standing as they had demonstrated no injury; a general grievance on behalf of society was insufficient.\textsuperscript{48} He further held that FOIL allows disclosure of information and a promise of access, but does not mandate retention of these documents.\textsuperscript{49} The court permitted the city to destroy the documents as planned. But the suit highlighted the risk that municipalities attempting to help noncitizens by issuing them municipal IDs may in fact increase their exposure if personal information is not...
handled in a way consistent with the program’s goals.

Although municipalities generally do not retain ID-holders’ personal documents, they do typically keep track of cardholders in electronic databases. No federal law requires municipalities to collect or retain specific information or to grant federal access to municipal databases. And it does not seem that federal authorities have access to municipal databases through their standard automated networks used for law enforcement purposes. Many municipalities have codified protections against disclosure of identifying information, and clarified which information will be treated as confidential under the federal and state freedom-of-information laws.

For example, the New York City law that created that city’s ID program included language that requires a subpoena or judicial warrant for law enforcement to access the data. Additionally, the city issued a number of executive orders to heighten the security measures for handling confidential information, including the new provision for refraining from retaining the personal documents of applicants.

In Connecticut, the state’s Freedom of Information Commission denied a request by private citizens to release the names, addresses, and phone numbers of municipal ID card holders, claiming that the program violated federal law by aiding illegal immigration. The Commission found that the New Haven ID card program does not constitute a local attempt at immigration regulation because card applicants were not asked about their immigration or citizenship status at all. Citing credible threats of violence against city officials and undocumented immigrants who carry the card, the Commission ruled that New Haven officials could keep secret the identity of cardholders under the public-safety-risk exemption in the freedom of information law. At present these cases are rare, but they highlight the risks involved if municipalities develop ID programs without a careful eye toward confidentiality.

**Conclusion**

Federal law serves as a constraint on local governments’ ability to make immigration policy, but also provides some freedom to make decisions that directly affect the daily lives of immigrants within their communities. Municipal IDs are meant to bring all residents into the civic fold—facilitating access to municipal and other services, stimulating local economies, and creating trust between residents and law enforcement. While it is clear that municipal governments have an inherent right to create such programs, there are still questions about the degree to which local governments can protect the private information of their residents who apply for the cards. Local governments must confront difficult questions regarding document storage and privacy, and strike a balance between the vulnerabilities the cards are meant to correct, and the ones they may inadvertently create.
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